AINSE POSTGRADUATE O'WEEK
in conjunction with
NUCLEAR SCIENCE WEEK
October 2023 Preliminary Program
Key points to note;

- All times listed in the program are in Australian Eastern Daylight Time (AEDT). Please adjust to your local time zone appropriately.
  - NZDT (New Zealand): add 2 hours to listed times.
  - ACST (Darwin): subtract 1 hour 30 minutes from listed times.
  - AEST (Brisbane): subtract 1 hour from listed times.
  - ACDT (Adelaide): subtract 30 minutes from listed times.
  - AWST (Perth): subtract 3 hours from listed times

- We will use the following Zoom details for every session of the event:
  - Zoom Meeting Link
  - Meeting ID: 880 0834 0123
  - Passcode: 161023

- If you have any issues or concerns please contact AINSE via email forum@ainse.edu.au
# Day 1: Monday 16th October

| 9:00am – 10:00am | **Opening**  
| • Understanding of Country | **Brett Rowling**, *Analytical Experimental Officer, ANSTO*  
| • Welcome and Opening Address | **Michelle Durant**, *Managing Director, AINSE*  
| • Housekeeping | **Dr Michael Rose**, *Communications and STEM Manager, AINSE* |

| 10:00am – 10:40am | **NST Overview**  
| An overview of ANSTO’s Nuclear Science & Technology  
| **Dr. John Bennett**, *Leader – Biosciences, ANSTO* |

| 10:40am – 11:00am | **Break** |

| 11:00am – 12:30pm | **Discovery Centre Tour of ANSTO**  
| Virtual Tour of ANSTO facilities, including the OPAL Multipurpose Reactor.  
| Hosted by the ANSTO Discovery Centre. |

| 12:30pm – 1:30pm | **Lunch Break** |

| 1:30pm – 3:00pm | **Panel: Our Research**  
| Presentations from leaders across ANSTO’s three Research Themes.  
| • Environment | **Patricia Gadd**, *Program Lead - Environment Research, ANSTO*  
| • Health | **Dr. Paul Callaghan**, *Research Lead - Health Research, ANSTO*  
| • Nuclear Technologies | **Prof Mihail Ionescu**, *Leader - Nuclear Technologies Research, ANSTO* |

| 3:00 pm – 3:30 pm | **Guest Speaker**  
| *Australian Safeguards and Non-Proliferation Office (ASNO)* |